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ABSTRACT
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the psychometric characteristics of the
Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), the K-SADS Mania Rating Scale (KMRS), and the Children’s Depression Rating Scale-Revised (CDRS-R) across four age groups (4–7, 8–10, 11–13,
and 14–17 years). The interrater reliability of K-SADS diagnoses was also examined. Participants included 1,014 youths (62.1% male) presenting to an outpatient clinical research center.
Diagnoses were based upon semistructured K-SADS interviews. Symptomatic assessments
and ratings of psychosocial functioning were completed following the diagnostic interview.
Mania measures showed unifactorial structure and good internal consistency reliability ( 
0.79–0.95) across all ages groups. The CDRS-R factor structure shifted from one to two factors
in adolescents. For all ages and symptom measures, reliability was excellent in the range
where differential diagnosis is most difficult. Efficiencies in discriminating bipolar spectrum
disorders from other disorders were excellent (areas under the curve, AUCs  0.92–0.99) for
mania measures, with comparable discrimination across age groups. Interrater reliability of
K-SADS diagnoses was excellent across age groups (smallest   0.95). Results indicate that
mania measures are useful for assessing symptoms across a wide range of ages. The CDRSR may be better conceptualized as a two-factor measure in older adolescents. The semistructured K-SADS interview can be used to generate reliable diagnoses across a broad age range.

INTRODUCTION

P

EDIATRIC

BIPOLAR

SPECTRUM

DISORDERS

(BPSDs; Bipolar I and II, Cyclothymia, and

Bipolar not otherwise specified, NOS) are debilitating conditions frequently associated with
substantial psychosocial dysfunction and human suffering (Wozniak et al. 1995; Geller et al.
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2000; Pliszka et al. 2000; Findling et al. 2001).
Many youths experience symptoms for years
prior to formal diagnosis (Geller and Luby
1997; Findling et al. 2001) and recurrences of
manic episodes may become more severe and
treatment resistant over time. Thus, it is extremely important to identify BPSD promptly
and accurately.
Unfortunately, identification of BPSD in
youths is often quite difficult. Many symptoms
of bipolarity (such as hyperactivity, aggression,
and irritability) co-occur in other common
childhood disorders, such as attentiondeficity/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, and conduct disorder (Bowring and
Kovacs 1992; Carlson and Kelly 1998; Geller et
al. 1998; Kim and Miklowitz 2002). Also, youths
with BPSD often have co-morbid conditions
that complicate symptom presentation (Lewinsohn et al. 1995; Geller et al. 2000; Kowatch et
al. 2005). Furthermore, the course of BPSD is
often different in children than adults (Findling
et al. 2001; Geller et al. 2002). This may be particularly true in young children (ages 4–7),
where the diagnosis of BPSD has become increasingly more common in clinical settings
(Tumuluru et al. 2003; Youngstom et al. 2005;
Blader and Carlson 2006).
Semistructured diagnostic instruments, such
as the Schedule for Affective Disorder and
Schizophrenia for Children (K-SADS) (Orvaschel 1994; Kaufman et al. 1997) are particularly well-suited to making accurate differential diagnoses. These measures gather large
amounts of information regarding the presence, history, and time course of bipolar symptoms (Kaufman et al. 1997). However, these instruments are impractical in many clinical
settings where clinicians do not have several
hours to spend with patients to generate a differential diagnosis. In contrast, clinician-completed rating scales may be more useful to
screen for bipolar symptoms, assess the severity of symptoms, and track symptoms over
time.
Several clinician-rated measures of mood
symptoms have been investigated in youth
referred for evaluation of bipolar disorder, including the commonly used Young Mania
Rating Scale (YMRS; Young et al. 1978), the
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K-SADS Mania Rating Scale (KMRS) (Axelson
et al. 2003), and the Children’s Depression
Rating Scale-Revised (CDRS-R) (Poznanski et
al. 1985). Several studies have examined basic psychometric properties of these measures
in referred children and adolescents (Poznanski et al. 1985; Fristad et al. 1992; Fristad
et al. 1995; Geller et al. 1998). However, the
authors are aware of only one study that directly compared the psychometric characteristics of clinician-rated measures between
children and adolescents referred for evaluation of BPSDs. Youngstrom and colleagues
(2002) directly compared the factor structure
of the YMRS between children and adolescents, finding unifactorial and equivalent
structure across age groups. However, this
study combined younger children into a single age group (age 5–11) and focused exclusively on the factor structure of one instrument. To the author’s knowledge, no previous
studies have comprehensively compared the
psychometric characteristics of these measures across young children (ages 4–7), older
children (ages 8–10), and adolescents (ages
11–13 and 14–17).
The primary goal of the present study was
to evaluate and describe the psychometric characteristics (factor structure, internal consistency reliability, item-response theory-derived
test information, and diagnostic efficiency) of
the YMRS, KMRS, and CDRS-R across the first
two decades of life. Understanding the psychometric characteristics of these instruments
will assist clinicians in determining the utility
of briefer, less costly measures in obtaining
mood symptom information and choosing the
most useful measure for the intended clinical
purpose (screening, evaluating symptom
severity, measuring changes in mood symptoms over time). Although it is a measure of
depression symptoms, the CDRS-R was included because this measure is commonly used
with other mania measures to characterize low
mood and depressive symptoms associated
with bipolar disorder. Additionally, the incremental utility of this measure in screening for
bipolar spectrum disorders is an important empirical question. A second goal of the present
study was to examine the interrater reliability
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of K-SADS-derived diagnoses across childhood
and adolescence.

prior to any study-related procedures being
performed.

METHOD

Diagnostic and mood symptom severity measures

Participants were ascertained during two
separate cohorts of data collection (Cohort 1
1996–2003, n  769; Cohort 2 2003–present, n 
245). Participants were recruited primarily as
part of the screening procedures for various
treatment studies across different diagnostic
entities, including mood disorders, ADHD,
and disruptive behavior disorders. These samples were enriched by referrals of children who
had at least one parent diagnosed with a bipolar disorder and were participating in treatment or research at the University Hospitals
Case Medical Center Mood Disorders Program.
Youths were also recruited via fliers and word
of mouth. More information about the ascertainment of these subjects has been described
elsewhere (Findling et al. 2001; Findling et al.
2005).
To be included in the present study, youths
had to be ages 4–17 years and both the youth
and primary caregiver must have been present
for the assessment. Exclusion criteria included:
(1) difficulties in oral communication invalidating completion of the diagnostic measures;
(2) evidence of a pervasive developmental disorder as determined by psychiatric history, interview, or Autism Screening Questionnaire
score 15 (Berument et al. 1999); (3) suspected
mental retardation documented by educational
history, standardized cognitive ability test
scores 70, or a Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test–Third Edition score 70 (Dunn and Dunn
1997); or (4) if the child/adolescent had a current or past medical or neurological history that
could significantly affect the youngster’s current mood or behavior.
The University Hospitals of Cleveland and
Case Western Reserve University Institutional
Review Boards for Human Investigation approved all procedures in this study. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject’s guardian, and written assent, as age
appropriate, was obtained from each subject

Eligible subjects and their parents/guardians
were both interviewed by a highly trained
rater. The semistructured diagnostic instrument used in the interview was either the
Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children–Epidemiologic Version (K-SADS-E; Orvaschel 1994), the
Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children–Present and
Lifetime version (K-SADS-PL; Kaufman et al.
1997), a slightly modified WASH-U-K-SADS
(Geller et al. 1998; Geller et al. 2001) or a slightly
modified K-SADS-PL that included additional
information from the WASH-U K-SADS. All
versions of the K-SADS assess for the history
of psychiatric symptomatology. The first group
of subjects was interviewed with the K-SADSE. To decrease the interview burden, when the
K-SADS-PL became available, it was used instead of the K-SADS-E. The WASH-U K-SADS
and/or items from the WASH-U-K-SADS were
added to the K-SADS-PL in the interviews administered to some subjects as part of collaborative efforts with other research groups.
The basic training procedures, item interrater
reliability, and K-SADS interview procedures
used in this study have been described in more
detail in a prior publication (Findling et al.
2001). Briefly, interviewers (ranging from bachelor’s degree to a doctoral degree) were trained
to criterion by completing ratings independently of an experienced rater over the course
of three to five interviews. Then, new raters led
three to five K-SADS interviews with an experienced rater. For young children, mood symptom ratings were determined by the parent
interview and observations of the child’s behavior. Consistent with the procedures of all KSADS interviews, best estimates of diagnoses
were made on the basis of all available information. Discrepancies between parent and
child were resolved using best clinical judgment. All cases were also reviewed by a licensed clinician who discussed content with
the interviewer.

Participants
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For the first cohort of data collection (Cohort
1), the majority of participants received a diagnostic assessment using the K-SADS-E version (n  172), the Present and Lifetime version
(n  571), or an unmodified version of the
WASH-U K-SADS (n  25). For the second cohort of data collection (Cohort 2), 245 subjects
completed the modified K-SADS-PL, which includes inquiries about mood symptomatology
from the WASH-U-K-SADS.
Overall, 631 (62.3%) of the diagnoses were
based upon the results of both a K-SADS interview and a clinical interview with a child
and adolescent psychiatrist. In a subset (n 
401) of these 631 consensus diagnosis sessions,
K-SADS diagnosis and child and adolescent
psychiatrist were tracked separately to determine reliability between the K-SADS interview
and the clinical interview with the child and
adolescent psychiatrist. These clinical diagnoses confirmed the K-SADS diagnoses in
93.7% of cases. Also, a total of 59 participant interviews were independently confirmed by a
second interviewer, who participated in the initial interview and made independent ratings.
These data are used to compute interrater reliability of K-SADS diagnoses.
The Clinician’s Global Assessment of Functioning (CGAS; Schaffer et al. 1983) was used
to assess child and adolescent overall functioning. This clinician-rated instrument has
score ranging from 0 to 100, with 100 being superior functioning at home, school, and with
peers. Only Cohort 2 participants were rated
on this measure. The Clinical Global Impressions–Severity Scale (CGI-S; National Institute
of Mental Health 1985) was used to assess the
severity of illness. This clinician-rated instrument has scores ranging from 1 (normal) to 7
(severely ill). Only Cohort 2 participants were
rated on this measure.
The YMRS (Young et al. 1978) is an 11-item
clinician-rated measure of manic symptoms.
Item scores range from 0 to 4 (three items range
from 0 to 8). The YMRS yields a total score that
ranges from 0 to 56, with higher scores indicating greater manic symptoms. Ratings were
based upon reports of symptoms experienced
over the past 1–2 weeks. The KMRS (Axelson
et al. 2003) is a 13-item clinician-rated measure
of mania that is adapted from questions in the
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K-SADS mania section. For the present study,
items were rated based upon report from the
parent and youth. Items were rated on a 1–6
scale (except item 10, rated 1–5) representing
increasing levels of symptom severity. Items
were summed and 13 points were subtracted
from the total, yielding a total score that ranged
from 0 to 64, with higher scores indicating
greater psychopathology. The CDRS-R (Poznanski et al. 1985) is a 17-item clinician-rated
measure of depressive symptoms. For the present study, ratings were based upon reports of
symptoms over the past 1–2 weeks. Items were
rated on a 1–7 scale with the exception of items
4, 5, and 16, which were rated on a 1–5 scale.
Items were summed, and 17 points were subtracted from the total. Subtraction was done for
interpretive purposes so that scores of zero indicated the absence of any depressive symptoms. Total scores ranged from 0 to 96, with
higher scores indicating greater depressive
symptoms. The CDRS-R was included in the
present study because it evaluates the symptoms of depression often seen in bipolar disorder and to examine the validity of the CDRS-R
in predicting diagnosis relative to the validity
of mania measures.
Procedure
Participants completed the intake assessment, which involved the K-SADS diagnostic
interview of the youth and primary caregiver
and/or a clinical assessment by a child and
adolescent psychiatrist. The clinician who completed the K-SADS diagnostic interview completed the YMRS, KMRS, and CDRS-R. Cohort
1 participants were not rated on the KMRS because this was not part of the study related procedures for participants in Cohort 1.
Statistical methods
To examine potential age-related differences
in the psychometric properties of interviewrated measures, children and adolescents were
placed into four age comparison groups that included young children (ages 4–7; n  220),
older children (ages 8–10; n  311), and two
groups of adolescents (ages 11–13, n  222 and
14–17, n  261). These groups were chosen to
provide adequate sample sizes for each sub-
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group and still provide a more refined look at
age effects. Preliminary descriptive analyses
examined whether demographic and clinicianreport data differed across subsamples (Cohorts 1 and 2). Due to the differences in recruitment criteria for treatment studies across
ascertainment cohorts, we anticipated significant demographic and diagnostic differences.
It should be noted, however, that any observed
differences increase the heterogeneity of the
sample, thereby enhancing the generalizability
of psychometric findings.
Determining whether age groups show
equivalent factor structures is important for determining whether clinical measures are functioning consistently across age and to determine whether modifications to the scoring
system are needed. The first step in determining whether age groups demonstrated equivalent factor structures was to determine the
number of factors measured by each instrument, separately by age group. To do this, principal components analyses were computed and
the resulting eigenvalues compared to randomly generated eigenvalues obtained from
Glorfeld’s modification of Horn’s parallel analysis (Horn 1965; Glorfeld 1995). This rule has
been shown to be highly accurate in Monte
Carlo studies (Zwick and Velicer 1986). Once
the number of factors was determined, multigroup confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs)
were used to test the invariance of factor structures for each measure across age groups (Reise
et al. 1993; Arbuckle 2003).
Multigroup CFAs compared two models:
Unconstrained and equal factor loadings. The
unconstrained model allows factor loadings to
vary across groups. The equal factor loadings
model assumes that factor loadings are equal
across groups. The difference in fit between
these models is evaluated using the chi-square
difference test. For analyses of the KMRS, frequency counts for item 11 (Hallucinations)
were extremely low and therefore this item was
removed from multigroup CFA analyses to facilitate estimation.
Examination of the internal consistency reliability of a measure across age groups is important for determining whether the error variance for an instrument is sufficiently small and
remains modest across different ages. Reliabil-
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ity of index tests was examined in two ways.
First, Cronbach’s alpha was computed for each
measure to estimate internal consistency. These
analyses were computed separately for each
age group and ascertainment cohort, as well as
pooled together. Age group and test comparisons of reliability coefficients were examined
by converting reliability coefficients to Fisher’s
z. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was then
performed with Age Group as the betweensubjects independent variable, Rating Scale as
the within-subjects independent variable and
z-transformed reliability coefficients as the dependent variable.
Second, item response theory (IRT) analyses,
using Samejima’s Graded Response Model
(Samejima 1969; Reise and Yu 1990), were
computed for each measure across each age
group. These analyses are crucial for determining whether the error variance associated
with a measure is consistent across different
score ranges (mild, moderate, or severe bipolar symptoms), ages, or their interaction
(Age  symptom level). Test information was
computed at six points along the latent trait for
each measure (  2.0,   1.0,   0.0,  
1.0,   2.0, and   3.0) to examine whether
scales showed different patterns of performance across levels of symptom severity. These
points of the latent trait roughly correspond
with population z-scores reflecting an individual’s score’s standing relative to the population
mean. Theta equal to 3.0 was included to examine whether measures would differ in estimated reliability across the range of the latent
trait where only moderate to severely impaired
bipolar (YMRS and KMRS) or depressed
(CDRS-R) patients would be expected to score.
This provides some information about the relative utility of measures for grading the severity of mood disturbance.
Test information refers to the fidelity of measurement at each point on the latent trait, with
larger values indicative of greater measurement precision. Reliability estimates were computed by transforming test information to the
standard error of measurement (Hambleton et
al. 1991). Then, standard errors of measurement were converted to reliability coefficients
(Nunnally and Bernstein 1994). To maximize
sample size for these analyses, data were col-
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lapsed across site. The KMRS sample size was
limited because this measure was only collected in ascertainment Cohort 2. To maximize
sample size for this measure, the two youngest
and oldest age groups were combined. Data
were presented as reliability coefficients because these coefficients are more clinically useful and easily interpreted. However, analyses
examining age differences in measurement fidelity focused on test information estimates. To
examine age and latent trait level differences,
a 4 (Age Group)  6 (Latent Trait Level:  
2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3) mixed factorial ANOVA
was performed with age group as the betweensubjects independent variable and latent trait
as within-subjects independent variables.
These analyses were performed separately for
each measure because of the different age
groupings used for the KMRS. To examine differences in item information across measures,
item information values were averaged across
age groups and a repeated measures ANOVA
was computed with measure as the within-subjects variable.
Because K-SADS diagnoses were used as the
diagnostic criterion, secondary analyses examined the interrater reliability of these diagnoses. Interrater reliability was examined by
first transforming primary diagnoses into five
categories for each rater: syndromal bipolar
disorder (bipolar I or II disorder), subsyndromal bipolar disorder (bipolar disorder NOS or
cyclothymia), unipolar mood disorder, disruptive behavior disorders (ADHD, oppositional
defiant disorder, or conduct disorder), and a
residual category (other diagnoses or no axis I
diagnosis). Due to the reduced number of cases
with two independent K-SADS raters, kappa
coefficients were computed for child and adolescent age groups (ages 4–10 and 11–17 years).
Diagnostic efficiency analyses were computed to compare the relative utility of mood
symptom measures in discriminating BPSD
from other clinical conditions. The term diagnostic efficiency is used because the measures
examined were not intended to be screening
measures but fall much lower on the cost/effort continuum relative to more labor intensive
measures often used to make diagnoses in research, such as the K-SADS. The primary criterion measure for all diagnostic efficiency
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analyses grouped youths into two categories:
(0) those with no diagnosis of a BPSD, although
multiple other Axis I diagnoses may be present and (1) those with any BPSD (i.e. bipolar I,
bipolar II, cyclothymia, or bipolar NOS) present regardless of whether other Axis I conditions might also be co-morbid. Diagnostic efficiency was quantified using nonparametric
estimates of the area under the curve (AUC)
from receiver operating characteristic analyses.
Because the same clinicians completed the diagnostic interview and symptom measures,
these analyses were strictly focused on within
study comparisons of diagnostic efficiency
across measures and age groups.
Total scores on the three measures were used
as predictors. Age differences in diagnostic efficiency were compared using the z test of independent AUCs (Hanley and McNeil 1982).
Test differences in diagnostic efficiency were
compared using the z test of dependent AUCs
(Hanley and McNeil 1983). Logistic regression
analyses determined whether CDRS-R provides incremental validity after interpreting the
YMRS and/or KMRS (Hosmer and Lemeshow
1989).
SPSS (2004) was used to compute internal
consistency reliability, principal components
analyses for determining the number of factors
measured, and diagnostic efficiency analyses.
Multi-group confirmatory factor analyses were
performed using AMOS (Arbuckle 2003). Itemresponse theory analyses were performed using Multilog v7.03 (du Toit 2003). Glorfeld’s
modification of Horn’s parallel analysis and
Minimum Average Partial Analysis were performed using SPSS syntax from O’Connor
(2000). The significance level () of 0.05 was
used for all analyses.
RESULTS
Sample size and basic demographics
Table 1 contains overall and subsample descriptive statistics for demographic, diagnostic,
and interviewer-rated measures. Ascertainment cohorts differed significantly in age,
broad diagnostic distributions (bipolar disorder vs. other Axis I diagnoses vs. no Axis I diagnosis), and bipolar disorder diagnoses (syn-
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TABLE 1. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DEMOGRAPHIC, DIAGNOSTIC, AND
CLINICIAN-RATED MEASURES, OVERALL AND ACROSS SUBSAMPLES
n
Age (SD)
Gender (%)
Males
Females
Bipolar disease diagnoses (%)
Syndromal (BP-1/BP-2)
Subsyndromal (cyclo/BP-NOS)
Other axis I diagnoses (%)
Unipolar mood disorders
Disruptive behavior disorders
Other disorders
No axis I diagnosis (%)
Bipolar disease course modifiers (%)
Rapid cycling
Psychosis
Mixed states
Mean YMRS Score (SD)
Mean KMRS Score (SD)
Mean CDRS-R Score (SD)
Mean CGAS Score (SD)
Mean CGI Score (SD)

Cohort 1,
769

Cohort 2,
245

Overall,
1,014

11.39 (3.43)

10.26 (3.62)

11.11 (3.51)

476
293
389
249
140
322
159
144
19
58
127
17
24
11.74

(61.9)
(38.1)
(50.6)
(64.0)
(36.0)
(41.9)
(49.4)
(44.7)
(5.9)
(7.5)
(50.8)
(6.8)
(9.6)
(12.22)

17.20 (17.18)

154
91
146
58
88
81
32
44
5
14
26
16
2
17.14
16.80
13.58
55.39
3.62

(62.9)
(37.1)
(60.6)
(39.7)
(60.3)
(33.6)
(39.5)
(54.3)
(6.2)
(5.8)
(44.8)
(27.6)
(3.4)
(10.98)
(11.78)
(11.25)
(7.93)
(0.93)

630
384
535
307
228
403
191
188
24
72
153
33
26
13.05

(62.1)
(37.9)
(53.0)
(57.4)
(42.6)
(39.9)
(47.4)
(46.7)
(6.0)
(7.1)
(49.7)
(10.7)
(8.4)
(12.16)

16.32 (16.02)

F/X2 (p)
19.34 (0.001)**
0.07 (0.788)
7.37 (0.025)*
25.60 (0.001)**
2.62 (0.270)

0.67
21.26
2.29
38.01

(0.412)
(0.001)**
(0.131)
(0.001)**

9.53 (0.002)*

Abbreviations: SD  standard deviation; YMRS  Young Mania Rating Scale; KMRS  K-SADS Mania Rating Scale;
CDRS-R  Children’s Depression Rating Scale–Revised; CGAS  Children’s Global Assessment Scale; CGI  Clinical Global Impressions Severity Scale.
*p  0.05; **p  0.001.

dromal bipolar vs. subsyndromal bipolar). The
Cohort 1 subsample was significantly older,
had a greater proportion of bipolar diagnoses
relative to other diagnoses or no diagnosis, and
had a greater proportion of syndromal bipolar
relative to subsyndromal bipolar. Ascertainment cohorts also differed significantly in the
proportion of bipolar cases with psychotic features and showed significant differences in
mood symptom severity. The Cohort 1 subsample had significantly fewer bipolar cases
with psychosis, lower mania symptom severity, and higher depression symptom severity.
There were no significant differences in gender
distributions or in the distribution of non-bipolar diagnoses.
Factor structure
Table 2 presents the results of principal
components analyses and Horn’s parallel
analyses (HPA). These analyses indicated
unifactorial structure for all measures across
all age groups. The only exception to this was

suggestion of a minor second factor for the
CDRS-R in the oldest age group. In this age
group, oblimin rotation of the factors indicated separation of the cognitive and somatic/affective items. However, in spite of
this minor second factor in the oldest age
group, all analyses involving CDRS-R items
indicated a large first factor. Therefore, multigroup CFAs were computed using unifactorial structure for each measure.
Table 3 contains the results of multigroup
CFAs. Results indicated factorial invariance
for the KMRS (p  0.650). However, results for
the YMRS and CDRS-R indicated significantly
different factor loadings across age groups (p
values  0.001). For the YMRS, items 8
(Thought Content) and 9 (Disruptive-Aggressive Behavior) had the largest differences in
factor loadings across ages. Allowing these
loadings to vary across age groups resulted in
a nonsignificant model comparison ( X2 
36.68, p  0.101). However, over half of the
CDRS-R items showed substantial changes
across age.
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TABLE 2. EIGENVALUES DERIVED FROM PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS AND HORN’S
PARALLEL ANALYSES FOR EACH MEASURE ACROSS AGE GROUPS
Component
KMRS

1
2
3

YMRS

1
2
3

CDRS-R

1
2
3

Ages 4–7

Ages 8–10

Ages 11–13

5.99
(1.86)
1.42
(1.68)
1.18
(1.54)
5.37
(1.37)
1.14
(1.27)
0.98
(1.19)
6.77
(1.51)
1.37
(1.41)
1.20
(1.32)

6.46
(1.78)
1.44
(1.65)
1.05
(1.48)
5.83
(1.30)
1.08
(1.18)
0.84
(1.16)
8.65
(1.45)
1.29
(1.38)
1.02
(1.28)

6.88
(1.80)
1.36
(1.66)
0.98
(1.51)
6.22
(1.31)
1.06
(1.20)
0.93
(1.17)
8.04
(1.47)
1.37
(1.40)
0.98
(1.30)

Ages 14–17
6.28
(1.84)
1.45
(1.67)
1.11
(1.52)
6.73
(1.31)
0.99
(1.20)
0.82
(1.18)
6.73
(1.46)
1.57
(1.41)
1.16
(1.30)

Abbreviations: KMRS  K-SADS Mania Rating Scale; YMRS  Young Mania
Rating Scale; CDRS-R  Children’s Depression Rating Scale–Revised.
Note: Parentheses indicate the upper end of the 95% confidence interval of the
random eigenvalues derived from Horn’s Parallel Analysis.

Reliability of mood severity rating scales
Table 4 contains internal consistency reliability for each measure, overall and separately
by age group and subsample. Inspection of this
table reveals very good reliability for all measures across all age groups (  0.79–0.95).
However, internal consistency increased significantly with age (linear contrast p  0.041).
There were also significant differences in the
reliability of mood measures (F(2,8)  7.32, p 
0.016). The YMRS was significantly less reliable
than the KMRS and CDRS-R (p values  0.016
TABLE 3.

RESULTS

OF

MULTIGROUP CFA

and 0.011). However, the KMRS and CDRS-R
did not significantly differ in internal consistency reliability (p  0.501).
Table 5 contains item-response theory-derived reliability estimates for six points along
the latent score range of each measure. There
were no age differences in reliability for any
measure (largest F(1,10)  0.39, p  0.546). For
each measure, reliability estimates increased as
scores increased until the population mean
(  0 or 1) and then began decreasing at approximately one standard deviation above the
population mean (quadratic contrast F(1,9) 
FOR

EACH CLINICIAN-RATED MEASURE

Model

X2 (df)

X2 (p)

Unconstrained
Factor loadings equal

883.11 (176)
955.77 (209)

72.66 (0.001)

Unconstrained
Factor loadings equal

440.06 (216)
472.27 (252)

32.21 (0.650)

Unconstrained
Factor loadings equal

1995.02 (476)
2442.89 (527)

447.87 (0.001)

YMRS
KMRS
CDRS-R

Abbreviations: df  degrees of freedom; YMRS  Young Mania Rating Scale;
KMRS  K-SADS Mania Rating Scale; CDRS-R  Children’s Depression Rating
Scale–Revised. CFA  confirmatory factor analysis.
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YMRS
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Overall
KMRS
Overall
CDRS-R
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Overall

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY RELIABILITY FOR EACH CLINICIAN-RATED
MEASURE, SEPARATELY BY AGE GROUP AND SUBSAMPLE
Ages 4–7

Ages 8–10

Ages 11–13

Ages 14–17

All ages

0.89
0.84
0.88

0.91
0.87
0.90

0.92
0.87
0.91

0.92
0.93
0.92

0.91
0.88
0.91

0.90

0.91

0.92

0.95

0.92

0.93
0.79
0.90

0.94
0.85
0.94

0.93
0.87
0.93

0.93
0.89
0.93

0.94
0.89
0.93

Abbreviations: YMRS  Young Mania Rating Scale; KMRS  K-SADS Mania Rating
Scale; CDRS-R  Children’s Depression Rating Scale–Revised.

83.66, p  0.011). Measures did not significantly differ in test information (F(2,10)  1.14,
p  0.358).
Qualitatively, reliability estimates were quite
good for all measures from approximately 1 SD
below the population mean to approximately 2
SD above the population mean. However, for
extremely high scores, YMRS reliability estimates were somewhat weaker than KMRS and
CDRS-R estimates, indicating that the YMRS
may be less useful for grading symptom severity in bipolar cases than the other measures.
The interrater reliability of K-SADS diagnoses was high for both age groups (ages 4–10
  1.00; ages 11–17   0.95). The only misclassification observed was in the adolescent
age group and involved disagreement as to

syndromal versus subsyndromal bipolar disorder.
Diagnostic efficiency
Table 6 contains AUCs representing diagnostic efficiency (bipolar disorder vs. no bipolar disorder) for each measure, separately for
each age group and subsample and overall.
There were no significant age differences in diagnostic efficiency for the YMRS or KMRS
(largest z  1.16, p  0.244). The YMRS and
KMRS possessed excellent diagnostic efficiency
at all age levels. Comparison of the KMRS and
YMRS did not show any significant test differences in diagnostic efficiency at any age group
(largest z  1.11, p  0.267).

TABLE 5. ITEM RESPONSE THEORY RELIABILITY ESTIMATES FOR EACH
CLINICIAN-RATED MEASURE, SEPARATELY BY AGE GROUPS

YMRS
Ages 4–7
Ages 8–10
Ages 11–13
Ages 14–17
KMRS
Ages 4–10
Ages 11–17
CDRS-R
Ages 4–7
Ages 8–10
Ages 11–13
Ages 14–17

2

1

0

1

2

3

0.43
0.23
0.74
0.62

0.91
0.97
0.93
0.82

0.95
0.98
0.96
0.98

0.96
0.96
0.95
0.98

0.92
0.93
0.92
0.91

0.65
0.54
0.58
0.56

0.79
0.67

0.92
0.91

0.94
0.97

0.93
0.97

0.92
0.91

0.89
0.76

0.72
0.72
0.74
0.80

0.84
0.89
0.89
0.93

0.96
0.97
0.96
0.95

0.97
0.97
0.96
0.95

0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94

0.93
0.86
0.84
0.86

Abbreviations: YMRS  Young Mania Rating Scale; KMRS  K-SADS
Mania Rating Scale; CDRS-R  Children’s Depression Rating Scale–
Revised.
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TABLE 6.

YMRS
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Overall
KMRS
Overall
CDRS-R
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Overall

DIAGNOSTIC EFFICIENCY (AREAS UNDER THE CURVE) FOR EACH CLINICIAN-RATED
MEASURE, SEPARATELY BY AGE GROUP AND SUBSAMPLE
Age 4–7

Age 8–10

Age 11–13

Age 14–17

All ages

0.95
0.99
0.96

0.99
0.98
0.98

0.98
0.92
0.97

0.96a
0.97a
0.96a

0.97
0.97
0.97

0.98

0.98

0.94

0.96a

0.96

0.68
0.78
0.71

0.60
0.73
0.63

0.59
0.70
0.61

0.42a
0.40a
0.41a

0.54
0.57
0.54

Abbreviations: YMRS  Young Mania Rating Scale; KMRS  K-SADS Mania Rating
Scale; CDRS-R  Children’s Depression Rating Scale–Revised.
aTest is actually predicting in the opposite direction in the oldest age group.

The CDRS-R had a significant decrease in diagnostic efficiency with increasing age (z 
4.98, p  0.001). In the oldest age group (ages
14–17), the diagnostic efficiency of the CDRSR was actually less than chance. In the 14–17
age group, low depression scores were more
indicative of bipolar status. This effect was driven by the increase in the number of unipolar
depressed cases in the older age brackets, increasing the average CDRS-R score for the nonbipolar comparison group. The diagnostic efficiency of the CDRS-R was substantially weaker
for discriminating bipolar from non-bipolar
cases than the YMRS and KMRS (smallest z 
2.97, p  0.003).
Results of the hierarchical logistic regression
analysis indicated that both the YMRS and
KMRS, entered simultaneously in step 1, contributed significant unique variance to the prediction of bipolar disorder (YMRS   0.023,
t  4.72, p  0.001; KMRS   0.013, t  2.84,
p  0.005). However, the CDRS-R did not contribute significant incremental variance to this
prediction (F(1,237)  1.57, p  0.212).
DISCUSSION
The present study demonstrates that three
mood symptom measures commonly used in
the evaluation of pediatric bipolar disorder
have good to excellent psychometric properties
across a wide range of ages and mood symptom levels. The clinician-rated mania measures
(YMRS, KMRS) were found to be reliable for

measuring mania symptoms across a wide
range of ages. Characterization of the CDRS-R
was more variable depending upon the psychometric characteristic examined. More detailed discussion of the performance of these
measures is provided below.
Factor structure
The YMRS and KMRS had strong and consistent one-factor solutions across age groups.
This finding supports the use of a single total
score on these measures in predictions regarding the presence of a bipolar spectrum disorder and in tracking the severity of mania symptoms over time.
Analyses of the CDRS-R indicated that the
instrument appears to measure a single factor
in children and younger adolescents (ages 4–13
years) and two factors in older adolescents
(ages 14–17 years). This suggests that in older
adolescents the CDRS-R resembles adult measures of depression, which consistently show
both somatic-affective and cognitive factors
(Steer et al. 1999). Recent research in children
and adolescents has suggested that the CDRSR measures five factors (Guo et al. 2006); however, this work did not use empirically validated methods for determining the number of
factors measured. Regardless, the strong likelihood of multiple factors, at least in older adolescents, suggests that future studies examine
scores on these factors as well as a total score.
Examination of CDRS-R factors in previous
clinical depression treatment trials that used
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this outcome measure (Emslie et al. 2006; Wagner et al. 2006) may be useful for determining
whether treatment effects were specific to cognitive or somatic-affective depressive symptoms.
Multigroup analyses indicated that the
KMRS had the same factor structure across all
age groups, whereas the YMRS showed changing factor loadings across age groups. However, inspection of the YMRS factor loadings at
each age group indicated relatively minor differences across age groups. The largest factor
loading difference across ages was  0.23 for
item 8, Thought Content. Thus, it is likely that
the mania factor, measured by the YMRS items,
undergoes only minor changes in meaning
across age groups, consistent with previous
findings (Youngstrom et al. 2002).
The CDRS-R also showed significant factor
loading differences across age groups and the
changes were much more substantial than for
the YMRS. For example, the standardized factor loading for CDRS-R item 17 (Hypoactivity)
changes from 0.29, a fairly weak loading, in the
youngest age group to 0.67, a moderately
strong loading, in the oldest age group. In general, these results suggest that the structure of
the CDRS-R is changing substantially from
early childhood to late adolescence.
Reliability
Total scores on all three measures had good
to excellent internal consistency reliability
across ages. However, reliability increased
slightly with age. This may suggest increasing
clarity of symptom presentation with age. The
KMRS also showed slightly better internal consistency than the YMRS, again suggesting that
the KMRS may be more useful in pediatric
populations.
The IRT estimated reliability of all three measures was excellent in symptom score ranges
where discrimination of bipolar disorders from
other disorders would be most difficult (i.e., Bipolar vs. ADHD or oppositional defiant disorder,
ODD). Additionally, all three measures showed
good levels of reliability 1 SD below the population mean on mania and depression symptoms,
indicating that these measures are reliable for
evaluating even minor disturbances in mood.

In addition, the KMRS and CDRS-R had
good estimated reliability in the range of moderate to extreme scores. This indicates that
these measures are quite reliable for grading
the severity of mood disturbance in individuals with substantial mood symptoms. In contrast, the YMRS appears to be less useful for
grading the severity of mania symptoms in individuals with significant illness.
The strong interrater reliability of K-SADS
diagnoses in very young children indicates that
dysfunctional mood symptoms are readily
identified and distinguished in this population.
This finding strongly supports the use of this
diagnostic measure in future phenomenology
and treatment studies focused on bipolar disorder in preschool children. Future studies are
needed that further examine the interrater reliability of K-SADS diagnoses in young children using separate raters and separate interviews, because this will provide a more
stringent test of the reliability of the instrument.
Diagnostic efficiency
The YMRS and KMRS showed excellent ability to separate bipolar from non-bipolar cases
across all age groups. Additionally, each measure contributed unique variance to the prediction of bipolar illness. Concurrent use of
these measures in evaluating the symptoms of
bipolar disorder in children is recommended.
The CDRS-R was less effective in discriminating bipolar from non-bipolar cases and did
not add significantly to the discrimination of
bipolar disorder from other conditions. This is
not surprising because many cases of pediatric
bipolarity present with minimal depressive
symptoms (Findling et al. 2001). However, although not the focus of the present study, this
measure is likely to be useful for distinguishing mood disorder from other conditions. The
CDRS-R also showed an interesting pattern of
decreasing diagnostic efficiency with increasing age. In the oldest age group, the instrument
predicted in the opposite direction; low scores
indicated greater probability of bipolar illness.
This was driven by the increasing rate of unipolar depression in the sample, a pattern that is
also likely to be true in many clinical settings
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given the increase in the occurrence of depression after the onset of puberty (Cyranowski et
al. 2000).
Strengths and limitations
The present study had several strengths, including a large sample size, a fairly heterogeneous population derived from two demographically and diagnostically different
subsamples, and evaluation of multiple psychometric characteristics using several different analytic techniques. Limitations included
reduced sample size and sample heterogeneity
for the KMRS and very little variability for the
KMRS item 11 (Hallucinations). Unfortunately,
the KMRS was only administered during the
second ascertainment cohort, limiting the examination of age subgroups for IRT analyses
and the generalizability of the KMRS findings.
An additional limitation of the present study
was the overrepresentation of bipolar disorders
in the present sample and lack of information
about subtypes of bipolar disorders beyond individuals with rapid cycling. A final consideration is that the mood severity ratings and the
criterion diagnoses were based on the same interviewer working with the family. This may
have inflated the diagnostic efficiencies of mania measures. For the purposes of the present
study, comparing tests to each other and evaluating changes in performance across age
groups, is actually a design strength because
the same methodology is being used across all
comparisons. However, the estimates of diagnostic efficiency reported here should not be
compared to published values for other tests
where the diagnosis was made independently
of the rating scale.
Clinical and research implications
The psychometric characteristics of the
KMRS, YMRS, and CDRS-R are generally stable across age, facilitating their use as symptomatic assessments in clinical practice and future phenomenological and treatment studies.
However, in older adolescents, the CDRS-R
should be viewed as a two-factor instrument.
The KMRS appears superior to the YMRS at
grading mania symptom severity in individu-
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als with more significant bipolar illness. For
this reason, clinicians who use only one mania
measure for ongoing symptomatic assessment
in bipolar patients would be advised to use the
KMRS. However, clinicians would be advised
to include both mania measures in the context
of a broader diagnostic assessment, particularly given that the YMRS has been the most
widely used instrument in clinical trials to date.
Future research should examine the KMRS
in more heterogeneous samples, including unselected community samples. Diagnostic efficiencies for the KMRS and other measures
should be examined in more typical clinical settings where the base rates of bipolar disorders
are likely to be substantially smaller. The inclusion of inpatients may also be helpful because this population is likely to have larger
variability for items tapping more severe illness, such as items covering hallucinations and
delusions. Targeted sampling of the youngest
ages may also permit a more fine-grained analysis of psychometric properties in these children where bipolar diagnoses remain controversial. Researchers measuring depressive
symptoms in older adolescents should examine subscales of the CDRS-R in addition to the
total score when examining phenomenology or
treatment effects.
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